
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 
iGoldrush Launches Domain Brokerage Network 
 
Cincinnati, OH (PRWEB) June 2, 2010 -- iGoldrush has launched an innovative domain brokerage that approaches the 
market with a clear focus on reaching end users. 
 
Paul Goldstone, CEO and Owner of iGoldrush stated, "Rather than approach the market as yet another Brokerage 
*Service*, we put together a Brokerage *Network* comprised of some of the best and most achieved independent 
brokers from around the world."  He continued, "We hand pick domain names from client submissions, and for those 
accepted, we pair them with a broker who has experience and contacts in that specific market" 
 
All iGoldrush brokers have a proven track record of selling names to end users, a minimum of 5-10 years of experience, 
sales records of 50+ names per year and have completed 6-7 figure domain transactions. 
 
Examples of some of the domains already under contract at iGoldrush are nl.com, sirloins.com, audit.com, tortillas.com, 
and thousands more great domains.  With brokers and contacts in 5 continents they're not restricted to .com inventory 
either. 
 
iGoldrush.com is known as the first and most comprehensive guide to domaining, and the website where many 
domainers both old and new got their feet wet in the industry.  Over the years people have used iGoldrush resources 
from a buyer or seller standpoint, looking for brokers and general advice on buying and selling domains, so it makes 
sense that they position themselves to provide a solution to those needs. 
 
The new brokerage model meets the ongoing demands of domain owners who are becoming increasingly frustrated 
with the current options available to them, where many names end up getting sold at wholesale prices to other 
domainers.  "By utilizing brokers with existing industry contacts, this new brokerage model allows sellers to better reach 
their sales targets" added Goldstone, "Based on the response so far, we know we're on the right track." 
 
Victor Pitts, Vice President of iGoldrush stated "Paul really hit the nail on the head with this idea!" and he continued, "I 
have been in the brokerage industry for many years now and I have seen things slow down recently.  This type of 
approach is exactly what's needed to get things moving again." 
 
iGoldrush is growing fast, taking on additional brokers into the network, as well as other key positions within the 
business.  To submit resumes or domains for review, contact them at domains@igoldrush.com 
 
For more information on iGoldrush (http://www.igoldrush.com), please contact:  

Amy Cunningham, Media Relations 
iGoldrush.com  
513-351-4222 x21        
editor(at)igoldrush(dot)com  
http://www.igoldrush.com/contact 
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